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We delightfully invite all the participants across the world to
attend 4th Annual Immunology Congress which aims for
“Expanding the Possibilities to Fight Against Diseases ’’, to be
held during June 22-23, 2020 in Osaka, Japan. Our main
motto is to unify individuals in the scholarly community and
society keen on immunology to deliver their talks on the
current trends and significant issues related to research and
clinical trials important for the public to be shared.
Immunology 2020 acquires a wide platform for
Immunologists, Doctors, Researchers, Young Researchers,
Business Delegates to exchange ideas and knowledge.
The current world of immunological research has
expanded considerably, and even in the current
environment of highly interdisciplinary and collaborative
science, future immunologists will probably need to be at
least familiar with computational, structural and system
biology, nanotechnology, and tissue engineering, for
example. At the same time, from primarily a host defence
mechanism to a fundamental homeostatic system with
organism-wide physiological and clinical significance and
potentially transformative biotechnological and therapeutic
applications, our perspective of the immune system has
gradually developed.

4th Annual Immunology Congress is among the World's
leading Scientific Conference. The two-day event on Clinical
Immunology and allergy practices will host 60+ Scientific
and technical sessions and sub-sessions on innovative
researches in the field of Allergy and Clinical Immunology
across the globe. Immunology 2020 will constitutes of 12
major sessions designed to offer comprehensive sessions
that states current issues in the various field of Immunology.
Our targeted audience will be Immunology Students,
Scientists, Immunology Researchers, Immunology Faculty,
Medical Colleges, Immunology Associations and Societies,
Business Entrepreneurs, Training and Research Institutes,
Manufacturing Medical Devices Companies and
Pharmaceuticals.
The attendees can find exclusive sessions and panel
discussions on the latest innovations in Immunology by:
• Lectures from renowned speakers
• Keynote forums by Prominent Professors, Engineers
• Open Innovation Challenges
• Poster presentations by Young Researchers
• Global Networking sessions with 50+ Countries
• Novel techniques to benefit your research
• Best platform for Global business and Networking
opportunities
• Meet the editors of refereed journals, Society and
Association members across the Globe
• Excellent platform to showcase the latest innovation and
concept in the technical field

Immunology Conference gathering incorporates Plenary
lectures, keynote lectures by famous personalities from
around the world in addition to poster presentation, young
researcher sessions, symposiums, workshop and Exhibitions.
It focuses on a wide array of topics that include the
following:
Immune
System
and
Immunology,
Oncoimmunology, Auto Immune Disease and HIV,
Transplantation
and
Computational
Immunology,
Immunogenetics,
Stem
Cells
Immunology,
NeuroImmunology, Haematopoietic, Lymphoid Malignancies
and Immune System Development, Thyroid Immunology,
Allergy and Immunology, Immunization and vaccination,
Immunoresearch and Immunotechnology.
With members from around the world focused on learning
about Immunology and its advances: this is your best
opportunity to reach the largest assemblage of participants
from immunology community, conduct presentations,
distribute information’s, meet with current and potential
scientists, make a splash with new drug developments, and
receive name recognition at this 2-day event, worldrenowned speakers, the most recent techniques,
developments, and the newest updates in Stem Cells &
Cancer immunology are hallmarks of this conference.
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Conference Name- 4th Annual Immunology Congress
Date- June 22-23, 2020
Venue- Osaka, Japan
Website
https://www.meetingsint.com/conferences/immunology
Email Id- immunology@annualmeetings.net
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